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Disclaimer:
This presentation describes continuous 
water-quality deployment techniques 

in Mid-Atlantic and Southeastern 
nontidal streams. Other methods may 

be more appropriate for different 
aquatic settings or geographic regions 

that are subject to other stressors such 
as bioaccumulation or extended 

freezing temperatures.

Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes 
only and does not imply endorsement by the US government.
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Effective continuous water-quality deployments allow instruments to 
consistently and accurately collect measurements with minimal 

intervention. The method and maintenance of a deployment has a large 
impact on data quality.
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Continuous water-quality monitors 

are devices that provide frequent, 

near real-time measurements of 

water-quality constituents

Continuous water-quality monitors are used because 
water quality can change frequently over time, 

necessitating frequent, repeated measurements to 
adequately characterize variations in quality

Traditional water-quality measurements are made by 
submitting stream samples for lab analysis. This requires 

physically visiting a location, collecting a sample, and 
waiting for analytical results

Monthly

Storms

Daily

Hourly

15 
minute

5 m

James River at Cartersville, VA (USGS 02035000). Data available online: 
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/uv?02035000 4



Continuous water-quality monitors are 

being used throughout the country

Continuous water-quality parameters include water temperature, specific conductance, 
pH, dissolved oxygen, or turbidity. Data retrieved from NWIS on 12/27/2017

USGS spring or stream monitoring 
station with at least one continuous 
water-quality parameter
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Continuous water-quality monitors are 

being used throughout the country

USGS spring or stream monitoring 
station with at least one continuous 
water-quality parameter

The use of continuous 
water-quality monitors has 

increased through time

http://phoenix.cr.usgs.gov/gb/2016/greenbook.html 
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A large and growing list 

of constituents can be 

monitored in the field

Water temperature
Specific conductance

pH/ORP
Dissolved Oxygen

Turbidity
Total Algae

fDOM
Ammonium

Wetlabs
Hydrocycle

YSI
6-series

YSI
EXO

Hydrolab
HL4

Insitu
Aqua TROLL

Eureka
Manta+

Nitrate

Satlantic
SUNA

HACH
Nitratax

Phosphate

Turner
C3 Submersible

Fluorometer

Each instrument has 
unique deployment 
requirements and 

measurement 
limitations that 

should be carefully 
considered before 

being selected

Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes 
only and does not imply endorsement by the US government.

Oil, optical 
brighteners, 
tryptophan

…and others
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Continuous water-quality data are used 

to enhance understanding of stream 

conditions and transport processes

Maximizing the scientific output and value 
of continuous water-quality monitors 
begins with an effective deployment

To improve load estimates 
by developing surrogate 

regression models

To better characterize 
water-quality dynamics 
and temporal variability 

in a watershed

To measure impacts from 
anthropogenic activities 

on an ecosystem
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Effective deployments prevent a loss of data 

by meeting the power, data collection, and 

data relay requirements of all instruments

POWER
Most instruments are powered 

using a 30 watt solar panel and a 
30-100 amp hr battery 

DATA COLLECTION
Most instruments are hardwired 

into the stream and send 
measurements to a datalogger

A loss or failure of 
power, data collection, 

or data relay results in a 
potential loss of data

DATA RELAY
Measurements are 

transmitted to the internet 
to allow data access in 

near real-time
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Effective deployments prevent a loss 

of data by minimizing the frequency 

and severity of instrument fouling

Service visits also address the calibration 
drift of deployed instruments through 

adjustments to known standards

Deployed instruments can be fouled by 
sediment, debris, or organic material and need 

to be cleaned during routine service visits

Fouling or calibration drift that 
exceeds established criteria require 

measured data to be deleted

Guidelines for operating continuous 
water-quality monitors, including 

servicing procedures are outlined in 
Wagner and others, 2006 (TM1-D3)
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Effective deployments minimize the 

frequency of fouling by selecting 

deployment locations that…

Place the instruments in 
flowing water

Place the instruments away 
from the bottom of the stream

Place the instruments away 
from erosive streambanks

Flowing water flushes 
sediment and other 

debris off of deployed 
instruments

Sediment is often deposited 
on top of instruments 

deployed near the bank

Sediment tends to 
accumulate on instruments 
that sit on the streambed

Sometimes the best deployment location isn’t 
immediately adjacent to the existing 

streamgage and requires separate power, data 
collection, and data relay sources 

Time spent on site 
reconnaissance results in less 

data loss and site maintenance 
over the life of the deployment 
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Effective deployments are 

refined through time to reduce 

instrument fouling

Before

Frequent 
turbidity fouling 
was caused by 

sediment 
accumulation

After

A bilge pump was 
installed to clean the 

probes, improving the 
turbidity record

The instrument was 
deployed in a PVC 

tube, which trapped 
sediment and fouled 

the nitrate data

Before

The PVC tube was 
removed, improving 

the nitrate record

After

Across the Virginia continuous water-quality monitoring 
locations, less than 10% of all data are missing or have been 

deleted as a result of equipment failure or fouling
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Before 

Bilge 

Pump

After

Bilge 

Pump

Effective deployments that 

minimize instrument fouling reduce 

the number of necessary site visits

Technicians needed to visit this site once 
every other week to clean the sonde before 

a bilge pump was installed

There have been few unscheduled 
visits to address fouling at this site 
after the bilge pump was installed 

Scheduled visits will always be necessary to properly 
maintain instrumentation, but unscheduled visits to 

address fouling should be minimized 

An unscheduled site visit is required less than 
once a month at most Virginia continuous 

water-quality monitoring stations

Number of
total site visits
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Enable data collection 
during all flow conditions

Allow personnel to 
safely and easily 

access the instruments

Keep 
instruments 

safe from 
debris and 
vandalism

Collect data from a location 
that accurately represents 

stream conditions

Effective deployments minimize 

data loss, site visits, and…

Satisfy 
partner needs
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On a Bracket

Off a Bridge

On the Bottom

On a Buoy

On a Boom

In a Borehole

In a Bucket

In a Backpack

Instruments 

can be 

deployed…
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: off a Bridge

A steel cable is strung 
to reduce strain on 

the instrument cables

PVC casing 
provides 

protection 
from debris

Instruments can be raised or 
lowered in the stream to 

reduce fouling from sediment 
near the streambed

When it may be an appropriate strategy:
• The bridge provides access to a representative, 

evenly flowing cross section
• The stream is too deep to wade
• The instrumentation will be placed in a location 

that receives little or no recreational use
• The instrumentation can be hung vertically

Instruments will be pulled 
downstream during high 

flows, allowing most 
debris to pass safely

If the bridge can be 
accessed, the instruments 
can be retrieved during all 

flow events

Equipment is clamped to the 
bridge- the entire deployment 

is usually possible without 
drilling any holes in the bridge
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Access to the deployment 
requires working near traffic

Common Deployment 

Techniques: off a Bridge

The deployment can 
be a hazard to boaters

Adaptation: PVC tubing 
can be used to prevent 

damage to the 
instrument cables

High flow events with 
large debris can 

damage or dislodge 
the instruments
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: on a Rail
When it may be an appropriate strategy:

• There is no bridge to deploy instrumentation or the 
bridge is not in an ideal cross section

• The stream is too deep to wade
• Conditions near the streambank are representative 

of the cross section and are not highly erosive
• The instrumentation cannot be hung vertically

Instruments are 
mounted to a cart that 

can be moved on the rail 
using a handle.

The rail is built to a custom 
length that places the 

instruments away from the 
streambank in flowing water

Multiple instruments 
can be mounted using 

custom brackets.

No protective case? Are my instruments safe?
Some instruments are very sensitive to sediment fouling. 

For these instruments, the highest quality data are typically 
collected by not using a protective case and selecting a 

deployment location with a low risk of damage from debris.
These instruments are meant to be deployed!

Custom construction allows 
instruments to be accessed 
during all flow conditions
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: on a Rail

The rails can catch debris in the stream, 
which may foul the instrumentation

Rail deployments should only be used if 
data collected from the edge of a stream are 

representative of the entire cross section

Custom rail designs are expensive to 
purchase and can be difficult to install
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When it may be an appropriate strategy:
• There is no bridge to deploy instrumentation or the 

bridge is not in an ideal cross section
• Conditions near the streambank are representative 

of the cross section and are not highly erosive
• A rail deployment is too costly or difficult to install

Common Deployment 

Techniques: in a Pipe

Instruments are submerged 
in the stream and protected 

inside of a PVC pipe

The pipe extends away from 
the streambank, which places 

the instruments in flowing 
water and reduces sediment 

fouling from bank erosion

Holes at the end of 
the pipe are used to 

prevent sediment 
from accumulating 

around the instrument
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: in a Pipe

Frequent fouling can occur from instruments 
deployed in a pipe because:

• Sediment tends to move into the pipes and 
becomes trapped around the instruments

• Pipe deployments are typically located near the 
streambank

• Pipe deployments often place instrumentation on 
the streambed

Pipe deployments tend to trap fine-grain 
sediment after periods of elevated flow-
even in deployments that extend away 

from erosive streambanks

A rail is being installed at 
this location to replace the 
existing pipe deployment
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: on the Bottom

When it may be an appropriate strategy:
• There is no bridge to deploy instrumentation
• The stream is shallow enough to wade during 

low flows
• The instrumentation cannot be hung vertically
• The deployment needs to be visually 

unobtrusive

Cables are secured to the 
streambed to avoid being 

snagged by debris

Instruments are deployed at the top 
or bottom of a riffle to keep the 

probes submerged in flowing water

Instruments are deployed 
in-line with streamflow to 

avoid collecting debris

Instruments are secured to 
sign posts that are driven 

into the streambed

PVC casing can be 
used to protect 
the sonde from 

debris
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Common Deployment 

Techniques: on the Bottom

Instruments can be 
buried as stream 

channels shift

Instruments can’t be 
accessed during high flows

Cables and sign posts 
can trap debris
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Monitoring in 

Shallow Water

A thin sonde
is deployed

Before

After

A baffle is used to 
increase depth, 

submerging the sonde in 
flowing water
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Monitoring in Streams 

with Frequent Fouling

Bilge pumps can been adapted for different types of 
deployments and are being used in many sites 
throughout the Virginia monitoring network

Power can be provided to a bilge 
pump using a datalogger or a 

simple 12V programmable timer

The use of bilge pumps at some 
stations is essential for retaining 

high quality data

Bilge pumps can be 
used to clean 

instruments by 
pumping ambient 
water across the 

probes at set intervals
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Stop measuring samples 
during conditions that 

will cause the 
instrument to foul

Access site cameras 
to visually inspect 
stream conditions

Utility of Two-Way 

Remote Communication

Remote two-way communication with 
datalogger programs can be used to 
prevent or better inform site visits

View diagnostic 
information about 

data measurement or 
transmission problems

Trigger the bilge 
pump when data 

appear to be fouled

The utility of remote access can be 
customized based on site and project 

specific needs and include the ability to…
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Examples of Complete 

Deployments:
James River @ Cartersville, VA

The James River monitoring 
location is approximately 800 feet 
wide and can move large trees in 

the channel during high-flow events 

The water chemistry of the  cross section is 
mostly homogenous, so instruments are 

deployed near the stream edge to provide 
protection during storm conditions

Multimeter sondes are deployed from a 
different bridge than the streamgage, requiring 

a standalone power source and datalogger

Two solar panels are 
installed on the bridge to 
provide enough power to 
operate all instruments

A rail was installed to 
facilitate the deployment 
of a SUNA, Cycle-P and 

other instrumentsData available online: 
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/uv?02035000

A Satlink 3 datalogger with 
cellular communication is 
used to provide remote 

site access
existing streamgage
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Data available online: 
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/uv?01654500 

Examples of Complete 

Deployments

SF Little Difficult Run nr Vienna, VALong Branch nr Annandale, VA

The sonde is deployed 
on the streambed in a 

PVC case

The sandy bottom 
shifts during high-

flow events, so this 
deployment is 

relocated as needed

Data available online: 
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/uv?01645762 

A SUNA and a sonde are 
deployed on the 

streambed. The SUNA is 
not deployed in a case 

because it is sensitive to 
sediment fouling 

A bilge pump is 
installed, which can be 

remotely triggered 
using a cell modem
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Examples of Complete 

Deployments:
Modifying Common 

Approaches

“From the bridge”
“On the Bottom”

Instruments deployed in 
small, headwater streams can 
require creative deployment 
techniques to keep probes 

submerged in flowing water

A suspension-type 
deployment can be used 

without a bridge crossing. 
These techniques are 

especially useful when it is 
difficult to anchor 

instruments to the streambed

Anchoring instruments 
to boulders, outcrops, 

or directly to the 
streambed can be a 

useful option in shallow 
cross sections

More information about this project available online: 
http://usgs.gov/projects/pipelines 33
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